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PORTOBELLO
Secures a €5m loan and signs new store openings (+)
(Company)

The company announced that it has secured a 5-year loan for €5m with
Deutsche Bank.
Portobello will use the funds to accelerate the development of its retail
network by opening an additional 5 000sqm of selling surface, the equivalent in
terms of revenues and profitability of 20 stores of 250sqm.
All stores are expected to be opened during 2022 which according to our
calculations should increase the company’s total selling surface from 13 130sqm
to around 28 000sqm by year-end. Thus, Retail sales will grow even faster than
our current estimates from FY23 onwards.
Consequently, we are revising upwards our sales forecasts for FY23 from
€183.4m to €196.1m. We slightly decrease our EBIT FY22 estimate to account
for a higher level of Capex related to new stores openings.
At the current pace of planned store openings, we expect an EPS CAGR of +38%
for the period FY22E to FY25E. Thus, we believe the current valuation at <7x PE
FY22 is extremely attractive and does not reflect the strong dynamic of the
company.
Following the update of our estimates, we raise our TP to €90 (vs. €85) and
maintain our Buy rating.
Buy, TP of 90,0€ (vs. 85,0€) - Alessandro Cuglietta : +33173030973
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